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From the author of the bestselling The Omnivore's Dilemma comes this bracing and eloquent

manifesto that shows readers how they might start making thoughtful food choices that can enrich

their lives and enlarge their sense of what it means to be healthy. (Consumer Health)
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I have a medical and science background...so traced references cited....everything checks out.

Recently diagnosed with osteoarthritis at age 63 and weight 284 pounds. Read this book the first

week of January.....went shopping for real foods the second week of January. Find it satisfying to

eat no more than 4 oz of red meat 2-3 times a week....salmon, mackeral, sardines 2-3 times a

week....and a couple of days with no meat...just veggie omega 3 sources. Have re-read the

book....highlighted...added notes on all pages...and bought 2 more copies for my 30 and 21 year

olds...both who grew up in the age of "nutritionism" with all its false information. Following Pollan's

common sense advice....paying the extra for organic basic veggies and olive oil. Decided to

eliminate all wheat and corn until I loose the weight I've set as a goal.Five weeks eating 3 meals a

day...and by week two much of the chronic 24 hour a day pain was gone and I began walking the

elliptical and the woods. Five weeks and 30 pounds lighter....with more energy than I've had in 20

years. Buy this book, learn it, live it, tell your loved ones.

An insight into the replacement of "food" with industrialised, processed, manufactured and



synthesised "product". With a guidemap to how to reduce, avoid or eliminate the risks.Whether or

not the contribution of the "big end of town" to the food supply is actually "cheaper" can only be

measured if people take into account alternative sources for their food, and the health costs which

ARE associated with the focus of manufacturers on carbohydrates, fats, sugars and salt.It is

self-evident that the current "obesity epidemic" is not the result of some contagion, some change in

the environment, and can only be attributed to the invasion of the food production and distribution

process by large corporations. This "plague" has hit the western world mostly in the past 40 years.

The fallout has been a massive increase in diabetes, heart conditions, cancers and other health

problems, ALL of which cost the consumer and the nation a substantial amount.For individuals,

there is generally no saving once those health costs are factored in. For the nation, there is the loss

of personal exertion income and productivity, the damage to GDP and national tax revenues, the

added cost of medical care for the population.The book highlights many of the risks and dangers,

and offers alternatives and solutions that anyone who is not already at the end of their lives should

read and apply.

Remember how in the 80s margarine was the solution and butter was evil? Now trans or

hydrogenated fats kill you (margarine). Same thing with sweeteners, we go from hearing aspartame

is the solution to the so dangerous saccharin, to sucralose (Splenda) is so much better than

aspartame.Growing up reading and hearing contradictory theories and recommendations on what is

healthy, what is carcinogen and what is natural, then super artificial food "healthy" options, it is truly

refreshing to learn that most traditional diets are fine but scary to understand how we have been

manipulated by "medical" and government institutions as well as by the industry. It's not enough to

ask for science, we need to demand for good science in order to form an opinion and make

decisions on how to lead a healthy lifestyle.

This is a great read. Well researched and put together. My one complaint is that we didn't get more

into serving size... It was spoke of in a really broad way but the focus was more on listening to your

body about when it is full. This is good advice. My husband and I are very active and I want to

ensure we are getting enough sustenance to fuel our physical endeavors. That aside, this is a

fantastic resource. Will definitely be re-reading and soaking in all that Pollan has shared.

I have been waiting for quite some time to read this book and I have another one of his books

coming on the way. As a woman who has been looking for ways to change our family's eating



habits, this book supports my position that we need to eat more plants and less processed food. A

lot of the stuff Pollan mentioned in here is nothing new for me as I've read bits and pieces of it

elsewhere in other articles and other books, as well as coming to my own conclusion from watching

my extended family's eating habits.Simply put, I do not care for "man-made" substances. I cannot

tolerate man-made sweetners and even prescription drugs bother me. After reading Barbara

Kingsolver's "Animal, Food, Miracle," I am shocked to realize that even though I am trying to eat

more plants ... there aren't that many varieties of brocoli in the grocery store ... just one that

produces great yield but not nearly enough nutrients. I knew about the soil leaching all the nutrients

out, which is why farmers of old used to rotate their crops, but I didn't realize that plants do the

same thing as well. Interesting.This book is not an in-depth book on food like I had hoped for, but it

is a great introduction on thought-provoking theories about the history of our eating habits in the last

century. Personally, I feel a sense of relief that I am not the only one struggling with how to read a

label these days ... I do get confused as to which is the "bad fat, good fat" and etc. Goodness

knows, in this household, we love Oreo cookies and we know that it's not good for us ... but we love

it anyways. But we don't gorge on it ... we try to supplement it with other good foods. Anyhow, that's

not the point of Pollan's book. His point is, we need to change our way of thinking ... not just our

eating habits, but the way we approach food. For some odd reason, Americans seem to think that

eating is not pleasurable. And for some reason, no matter how much people diet, they still seem to

get sicker every time.This book presents interesting concepts and theories which are rather different

from other "food" books that are out on the market. For me personally, this book has got me to look

at my pantry a bit differently and trying to figure out how much more I can get away from processed

food ... which I am already on the path of doing, and changing our eating habits to benefit the earth

as well as for ourselves. There is an increased risk to heart disease and diabetes and the links are

increasingly pointing to our eating habits. This book points a light at why it might be that way even if

we're trying to eat better and healthier. There is a lot more to just eating ... there's food preparation,

family get-togethers and more.Definitely a book worth reading. It is definitely a stepping stone to

exploring more options of finding out what our diet needs more of and a challenge to our way of

thinking as well.6/25/09
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